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Abstract  
A generation ago, easy-to-use GaAs HBT based RF Gain Blocks changed the way RF engineers designed small signal 
amplifiers.  That same evolution is now arriving in GaN technology with simple broadband solutions to medium power 
requirements in the 5 to 25 Watt range.  This power range appears in a wide array of customer requirements, from output 
stages in broadband land-mobile and military handheld radios, small cell linear finals, to drivers in larger military, EW, 
and infrastructure power amplifiers.  Entering the realm of power amplifiers though obviously brings new requirements 
and challenges, among them cost, size, power efficiency, and difficult thermal limitations that drive their electrical and 
package design.  This paper will review conventional solutions, explore the tradeoffs between discrete and monolithic 
MMICs, and highlight the unique benefits of this new hybrid SMT solution. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Modern communication systems and end users are demanding more and more bandwidth at ever lower cost points.  But 
Shannon’s Law remains immutable; bits of data over an RF link require power and bandwidth.  Combine these increasing 
data demands with other market requirements like interoperability, product consolidation, varying international frequency 
allocations, cognitive frequency reuse, software defined radios, etc., all drive the ideal radio platform to a software 
configurable box that can operate across all frequencies, all modes. 

While this is a worthy challenge for receiver designers, designing the transmit power amplifier chain is a sea of 
unattractive options.  The major hurdle is fundamentally about broadband impedance matching.  Broadband and high 
power typically does not co-exist nicely and even at relatively low power levels of 5-20W broadband multi-octave 
matching is a near impossibility using conventional MOS or GaAs technology.  GaN technology surmounts this problem 
by simultaneously providing high operating voltage and high power densities leading to higher, more favorable device 
impedances.  At a given power level, GaN enables the use of smaller devices, which reduces the intrinsic capacitances.  
The higher voltage also increases the optimum loadline impedance, thus reducing the impedance transformation ratio 
required to reach 50 Ohms.  These characteristics allow GaN to uniquely provide unprecedented levels of power, 
bandwidth and efficiency and it is this combination along with low cost packaging that enables this new integrated GaN 
power amplifier family. 

 
Consider the design task from the engineer’s perspective, the ideal medium power amplifier solution would include: 

• 50 ohm interfaces 
• 5W to 20W of peak power 
• Wideband, multi-octave operation 
• Flat or well behaved gain 
• High efficiency across the operating band 
• Adaptable to a range of power and modulation requirements 

II. INPUT AND OUTPUT MATCHING – OVERVIEW 
Narrowband small signal amplifier design is rather straightforward, and in most cases the goal is simply maximum gain 

with good input and output return loss, i.e. conjugate match.  Fig. 1 shows the networks that transform the active device 
impedances to 50 ohms at the input and output.  In broadband designs there is a natural gain slope related to the device’s 
intrinsic pole(s) that requires some kind of equalization, usually performed on the input side to preserve output power and 
linearity.  The device impedances move with increasing velocity versus frequency so the matching problem becomes 
difficult, and the available bandwidth narrows. 
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Fig. 1.     FET with input and output matching networks. 

In large signal power amplifiers by contrast, maximum output power and efficiency requires specific impedance at the 
device output.  Optimum load impedance (or gamma) is a function of supply voltage, peak power, efficiency, and 
frequency, and is weakly dependent upon the input match. 

 
This suggests the following simplified recipe for a wideband power amplifier: 

• Assure stable operation, adding lossy elements as needed on the input side 
• Maximize gain at FMAX by approximating a conjugate input match 
• Incorporate low frequency loss on the input to compensate for device gain slope 
• Incorporate low frequency termination on the input to optimize input return loss 
• Design the output match to best follow optimum load impedance versus frequency 
• Minimize the output match losses to maximize output power and efficiency 

III. INPUT MATCHING 

The input impedance of a GaN FET varies widely from DC though its maximum usable frequency.  Near DC the 
impedance is at its highest but with increasing frequency the impedance rotates clockwise around the Smith Chart as CGS 
and bondwire and package inductance increasingly dominate.  Comparing the input and output impedances of a typical 
GaN FET, the input Q’s are much higher, and at high frequencies the real impedance term is correspondingly lower.  So 
of the two, it is often the input match that ultimately limits the usable bandwidth.   

Conceptually, a well-designed input matching network as shown in Fig. 2 addresses the requirements of low frequency 
impedance termination, gain equalization, and gain preservation at FMAX.  The inductor Q’s are somewhat forgiving as 
they most impact performance at low frequencies, where loss is not only acceptable but desired.  At higher frequencies 
the conjugate match element values are small and well suited for hybrid miniaturization.  The reduced size and parasitics 
as compared to a board level solution allows more freedom to craft complex, high order networks that best optimize 
performance.  Fig. 2 also includes a separate port for gate bias that decouples the RF and DC ports.  The gate voltage port 
enhances stability as it provides a known, low frequency, resistive path to AC ground.  The power levels on the input side 
are generally low, below 1W, but the resistors must be sized to survive overdrive and mismatch conditions.  GaAs, 
LTCC, and GaN MMIC integration are all available, but the low cost of the former options greatly favor a hybrid 
solution, i.e. passives built on a low cost substrate paired with a simple GaN FET. 
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Fig. 2.  Conceptual Broadband Input Matching Network. 

IV. OUTPUT MATCHING 

Those last two bullet points above deserve some elaboration.  Again, the output match is defined uniquely by supply 
voltage, frequency, peak power, and efficiency.  Even for a given peak power level, this suggests a range of output 
matching solutions.  

Consider a hypothetical 100MHz to 500MHz, 10W amplifier, operating at 28V.  For CW operation, the output match is 
well defined.  But for linear use, there are many factors to consider such as the waveform PAR, tradeoffs between 
linearity and efficiency, and the impact of any external linearization scheme.  Additionally, the actual operating band in a 
given application might be more narrow, 130 MHz to 330 MHz for example, and the designer would want to better tailor 
the output match to follow impedances within that reduced band.  

The simultaneous requirements that the output match is highly optimized, low loss, high power handling and yet 
customizable and flexible leads to the fundamental decision to move the output match off-chip.  An off-chip output match 
allows the designer the freedom to best meet the most critical requirements.  At higher frequencies this may not 
necessarily remain the best choice, but it is a good answer for broad market products below about 3 GHz.  

At these mid-level RF powers, there is also an alignment of physics that makes the output match relatively easy.  At 
low frequencies the optimum load impedance is rather high, dominated by the real component, which is the parallel load 
line resistance.  The value of this resistance for maximum power transfer can easily be estimated using (1).   
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For a given voltage (VDS), and a typical knee voltage (VK) of 5V, Table I shows the parallel load line resistance for a 

few typical examples.  The proximity of the ideal loadline to 50 Ohms simplifies the output match and the design effort 
moves to the higher frequencies where CDS intrudes.  Natural combinations are also obvious here.  6W @ 28V and 20W 
@ 48V fall natively near 50 Ohms.  The 28V NPA1003 amplifier for example includes an unmatched output that delivers 
>5W with good efficiency to beyond 1 GHz with nothing more than a DC blocking cap. 
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Table I. 

IDEAL LOADLINE 

Supply Voltage (V) Power (W) R (Ohms) 

28 
5 65 
10 33 

48 
10 104 
20 52 

 
Moving the match off-chip retains the full span of component implementations including transformers, transmission 

lines, and lumped elements, along with the ability to make tradeoffs between the physical size and losses of those 
components.  This scheme also better accommodates sub-50 Ohm interfaces, which might be an advantage when driving 
the inevitably low impedance of a subsequent high power stage. 

Having just made a strong argument for off-chip output matching in broad market products, there may be room for a 
fully matched device in specific, narrowly specified, high volume, commercial applications.  It would be relatively easy, 
and low cost, to add a second passive network chip to perform some or all of the output matching function if requirements 
allow. 

V. PACKAGE AND ASSEMBLY 

With general descriptions for the key components in hand, there are two assembly, or implementation, methods to 
consider.  The first approach uses a custom laminate substrate, SMT passives, with the GaN die bonded as shown in Fig. 
3.  A second approach shown in Fig. 4, uses a standard plastic overmold SMT package with the passives on a monolithic 
GaAs substrate, a GaN die; all bonded together using standard low cost IC assembly processes. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3.   Laminate GaN PA in a 7x7 mm footprint. 

 
 

Fig. 4.   NPA1006 10W Hybrid GaN PA in a 5x6 mm footprint. 
 
Each has distinct advantages for particular markets, volumes, and costs as generally described in Table II.  The 

laminate based package uses higher Q SMT capacitors and inductors, and will show lower overall losses as compared to a 
monolithic implementation.  Within a given circuit topology it is easy to change component values to tune or optimize for 
similar requirements.  The laminate design requires some upfront NRE, but once created it may be reusable across several 
products.  The monolithic passives approach offers much lower component and assembly cost, but incurs similar upfront 
costs for a passives mask set. 
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Table II. 

LAMINATE VS HYBRID PA 

Parameter Laminate PA Hybrid PA 

Passive Q High Low to Moderate 
Passive Parasitics Moderate Low 

Matching Networks Simple   Simple to Complex 
Tunability Good N/A 

Component Costs Moderate Low 
Package Cost Moderate Low 

Production Cost Moderate Low 

Ideal Customer 
MIL, high mix, to 
moderate volume 

MIL, commercial, to 
high volume 

 
To win in high volume commercial markets - applications like land mobile radio and small cells - cost is critically 

important.  Paired with a GaN-on-Si active device, the Plastic SMT with integrated passives offers a significant cost 
advantage and is ideally suited for high volume assembly. 

VI. THE NPA1006 

The NPA1006, shown in Fig 5, is the first member of this new GaN integrated amplifier family that utilizes a GaN FET 
paired with a GaAs input matching network.  It offers a minimum 10W of power covering the entire 20-1000 MHz 
frequency band while running on a 28V supply.  The functional diagram shows a bridged-tee network but conceptually it 
behaves per Fig. 2.  The package is a low profile, low cost, over-molded plastic 5x6x1 mm SMT well suited to the space 
limitations of a small radio product.   
 

 

 
 

Fig. 5.  Integrated amplifier pairs a GaAs passive network with a GaN active device. 

External support circuitry, shown in the Fig. 6 application circuit, is minimal; traditional GaN biasing, sequencing 
circuitry (not shown) and the passive lumped elements that form the output match.  Capacitor C6 is simply a very good 
and broadband DC blocking cap while L1 is a broadband choke that isolates the VDS supply.  So the matching function is 
simply the lowpass pair of L2 and C5, which provides some needed transformation in the top octave where CDS begins to 
dominate. 
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Fig. 6.  Full-band application circuit showing matched input and simple output network.   

Typical Broadband performance of the NPA1006 at 41dBm output power, as shown in Fig. 7, clearly demonstrates the 
effects of L2 and C5.  At about 600 MHz the PAE turns upward as these two components retune the load impedance back 
towards its optimum match.  The designer can adjust these values to optimize the power and efficiency for a desired 
frequency or band, or craft a different network entirely that better meets their needs.  But this example illustrates a very 
simple power amplifier solution that spans almost two decades of bandwidth with good PAE and flat gain. 

 
Fig. 7.  Typical Broadband RF performance of NPA1006 at 41dBm (12.5W) output power. 

VII. ADVANTAGES OF MIXED TECHNOLOGY 

Reviewing the key components, this product family requires three simple elements: a low cost GaAs MMIC passive, a 
GaN transistor, and a plastic SMT package.  With qualified components and assembly processes in place it is a 
comparatively minor effort to interchange or modify these to create new products.  The path to production is now largely 
a characterization exercise, leveraging the opportunity to perform qualification by similarity. 

Given mature passive models and accumulating experience the design risk of new passive structures is low.  Mature 
GaAs technology achieves lower fabrication cost and 3X faster fab cycle times compared to GaN, whether GaN-on-SiC 
or GaN-on-Si.  Therefore, this mixed technology approach offers significant advantages in all product phases, including 
time-to-market, as compared to a conventional monolithic design.  The cost advantage varies but a comparison of similar 
functions shows more than 4X advantage for this hybrid method.  

VIII. CONCLUSION  

GaN based integrated amplifiers take an already compelling technology and packages it in an easy-to-use, affordable 
power, high performance solution to broadband power.  The combination of a GaAs passive input network, high 
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performance GaN transistor, and off-chip output match simultaneously offers high performance, flexibility and affordable 
power for a broad range of market requirements resulting in an optimized solution for mid-level broadband RF power.  
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